CASE REPORT

Heterotopic thyroid tissue of the uvula
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Abstract

It is acknowledged that the uvula’s “structure’s function appears in the literature in only the briefest fashion”. It has also been declared that “Disorders of the palatal uvula are one of the least highlighted areas of medical literature”. Therefore, we present a most rare case of heterotropic thyroid tissue found in this organ in Nigeria. It is an addition to the worldwide appreciation of this unique entity.
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1 Introduction

A case study of the literature reveals the acknowledged paucity of articles on diseases of the uvula [¹, ²]. Neither the encyclopedic Ackerman’s Surgical Anatomy [³] nor the celebrated Muir’s Textbook of Pathology [⁴] index it. With regard to the Internet search, the most striking finding was in respect of the paper by Sahu, Agarwal and Husain et al. [⁵] Apart from their 19 citations, the message was immense thus: “Thyroid ectopia has been described in the anterior tongue, submandibular region, larynx, trachea, parotid gland, posterolateral area of the neck, within the branchial cyst and at the carotid bifurcation. Esophagus, mediastinum, pericardium, lateral wall of heart (right ventricle), lungs, diaphragm and axilla are the sites described in the chest. In the abdomen, ectopic thyroids are reported in the liver, gallbladder, pancreas, duodenum, porta hepatis and adrenal gland. Pelvic ectopic thyroids are seen in the vagina.”

Therefore, from Nigeria, we present a case in which its lesion was found to be in the uvula which was not mentioned in their long list.

2 Case report

2.1 Clinical history

A 32-year-old man presented with recurrent sore throat, foreign body sensation and lump in the throat, which made him hawk to clear the throat since 10 years. He experienced several attacks yearly with associated heavy snoring, occasional choking sensation disturbing the sleep, mouth breathing and dryness of the throat. On examination, he was apparently healthy looking, not pale but afebrile, anicteric, and not in any respiratory distress. The oral cavity and oropharynx
revealed moderately large hyperemic tonsils with abnormally enlarged uvula. There was hyperemia of the faucial pillars and soft palate as well as granular pharyngeal walls. The neck, the thyroid gland, nasal and aural examinations did not reveal any significant abnormalities.

The investigations carried out showed: Normal chest X-ray and X-ray paranasal sinuses; Genotype, AA; Blood group, ORh + ve; ESR, 8 mm/hr (Westergreen); Hb, 14 gm; WBC, 4,400/mm³; Neutrophils, 71%; Lymphocytes, 28%; Platelet count, 216,000/mm³ (100,000-400,000); and HIV Screening, Negative to 1 & II antibodies. Thyroid function tests were normal. Ultrasound of the neck showed normal thyroid gland. The abdominopelvic sonogram, liver function test, renal function test and the other investigations ruled out any lesions anywhere in the body.

The surgical treatment comprised bilateral tonsillectomy and uvulectomy. His recovery has been uneventful for almost two years.

### 2.2 Pathology

The junior author, IJO, submitted material for pathologic examination. It consisted of four brownish fragments measuring up to 1.5 cm across.

Histological examination by the senior author, WIBO, revealed the presence of striated muscle fibres with juxtaposed colloid follicles. The individual cells showed no abnormalities (see the figure). Also noted were nonspecific chronic inflammatory cells and fibrotic elements.

![Figure](image-url) Striated muscle fibers and thyroid follicles as well as stroma infiltrated with inflammatory cells. (H&E × 400).

### 3 Discussion

Heterotopy is the result of developmental anomaly [6]. In this case, there was the presence of normal thyroid tissue well outside its cervical position. The presence of striated muscle fibres is due undoubtedly to the thyroid lesion being a portion of the uvula architecture. Surgical treatment resulted in cure. At follow-up almost two years after, the patient’s recovery has been uneventful.

As our search of the literature revealed published examples from countries as distant apart as Himalaya [5], Czech Republic [7], India [8], Italy [9], Japan [10], Korea [11], Turkey [12], and USA [13, 14], we deem it interesting to add our Nigerian case. Moreover, it is in keeping with the advice from a British Research Group [15] to the effect that a histopathology data pool is useful in epidemiological analysis. It is from such a pool that the present paper surfaced. Indeed, it represents the sole example in the pool established by the senior author in 1970.
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